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The fractional dierential equation is extension of integer order equation, which in-
volves non integer order derivative. It has a deep background in physics and rich theoret-
ical connotation, and can nd applications in the physical, mechanical, chemical, biolog-
ical, environmental science, engineering and nancial elds, and so on. In this paper, we
consider a kind of initial and boundary problems of fractional dierential equations, and
discuss its well-posedness, numerical methods and analysis. The main contents include
the following four parts:
The rst part, i.e. Chapter 2, consists of the investigation of the fractional derivative
of discontinuous functions in the distribution sense. We introduce the fractional Sobolev
spaces of discontinuous piecewise polynomials spaces. This parts provides a theoreti-
cal basis for the discussion that follows for the high order scheme for fractional partial
dierential equations subject to the initial and boundary problems.
In the second part, i.e. Chapter 3, we propose and analyze a discontinuous spectral
element for the fractional ordinary dierential equation. We consider the weak form of
the problem, and analysze the well-posedness of the weak problem. Using the theoretical
framework in the rst part and the Galerkin formulation, we construct a discontinuous
spectral element method for numerical solutions of the weak problem. The proposed
method uses piecewise polynomials to approximate the exact solution, which does not
require the continuity of the numerical solution at the domain element junctions. The
stability of the numerical method is analysed, and the optimal error estimates are ob-
tained. Some numerical examples are provided to verify the theoretical results.
In the third part, we study the initial boundary value problem of a time-space frac-
tional diusion equation, We combine the discontinuous spectral element scheme proposed
in the rst part for the time discretization and a standard C0 spectral element method
for the space discretization. We rst set up the problem under the weak form, then in-
vestigate the well posedness of the weak problem. On this basis, we analyze the time
discontinuous spectral element method/spatial spectral method for the numerical solu-
tion. Some optimal error estimates are derived. We also give some implementation details















We consider in the fourth part a fractional advection equation, and analyse a time-
space discontinuous spectral element method for its numerical solution. The proposed
method makes use of the discontinuous polynomials in both time and space directions to
approximation the weak solution of the advection equation. Based on some approximation
results of the projection operators in the piecewise polynomial spaces, some error estimates
for the proposed scheme are derived. Some details for an ecient implementation of the
scheme is given, and a series of numerical tests is provided to demonstrate the eciency
of the method.
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